
 

 

 

 

 

Fly Time Events - Access Statement                                                                                

Introduction 

Situated at Sliema Ferries, Fly Time Events is a new company with previous years of experience in the tourism sector 

operating with a newly built boat to entertain and give our guests an unforgettable experience.   

About Fly Time Events – vessel name m.y. `Cara M`  

Our vessel m.y. `Cara M ` is a unique stylish boat, with facilities to cater for all ages.  Our spacious 11 meter (36 feet) 

boat offers a relaxing cruising speed with a large canopy for optional shade as well as a large bathing platform for 

those guests who wish to sunbathe. The vessel is also equipped with a shower. Music will be played through our sound 

system. You can keep your food or refreshments chilled in the coolers provided and relax on the cushioned seats to 

ensure a comfortable trip all day. Medicines may also be stored in our coolers. 

A qualified Captain and crew are ready to help and answer your questions during your time on board. 

On the vessel m.y. `Cara M` all our crew and equipment are certified and we meet all the safety requirements to 

operate as per the legal requirements set by Malta Transport. We are licensed to accommodate up to 16 guests on 

our vessel, for private charters and sunset cruises we will also welcome your pets. 

On the vessel m.y. `Cara M` the Captain will always take the final decision concerning safety. Guests are on holiday 

and have to enjoy their stay stress free, therefore do not be disappointed if your booking is cancelled due to bad 

weather or any other circumstances. Your money will be refunded or another date will be offered. 

Using Sliema Ferries as our base we can also pickup and drop off our guests from any safe jetty all over the Maltese 

islands though we mainly use the Sliema Ferries, St Julians Area, Valletta Grand Harbour and St Pauls Bay Area.  

On the vessel m.y. `Cara M` our crew will be ready to assist you with your needs. Wheelchair users are strongly advised 

to call us to confirm access and availability depending from which pier the vessel will be collecting our guests. Weather 

conditions can affect the location of where guests are collected from. Our most wheelchair-friendly vessel can be 

accessed by a ramp from the pier to the main deck area or helped out on board.  Our crew will do anything to give 

that thrill and help you enjoy your day with us whether it will be for a charter, Comino trip, sunset cruise or parasailing. 

We can also offer other different services through our trusted sub-contractors by sending us your requests. 

Contact us for any of our above services or any other sea activity on: info@flytimemalta.com or (+356) 9947 6269 at 

any time. Website www.flytimemalta.com Facebook: Flytimemalta . We promise to give you an answer as soon as 

possible for you to plan your stay in Malta. 
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